
It all started with quarantine  



man, really?
quarantine. why now?

it's summer we're
supposed to have fun

man and most
annoying of all
we have to
wear masks,

ahh!!!  



why is my
mother calling

me?

A week later 

Damn this is
serious, I hope
we don't get it 

I hope my
parents stay

safe since they
still need to

work and all... 

i still want 
 to go
outside

though, this
sucks

Mario,
could
you

come for
a minute.



SHE WHAT!!!



mid way into the remester later that day 
how could this have

happened and why my
grandma out of all people

why did she
have to get

covid

ahhh!! more
to worry

about

  first college,
then covid,

quarantine and
now this.... 



whatever man,     
I got classes

tomorrow I have
to go to bed I doubt I will

be able to
sleep

though



better get ready
for class

well that was a fail,    
 I couldn't focus

college is hard enough
already

all this time wasted
not knowing what to

do, 

  it seems like I am
unable to manage

time with
everything that is

going on 

next day 

after class



knowing how to manage
my time has been the

harderst part but it will all
change tomorrow

hmmm, a schedule.. never
done this but there is a first

time for everything.

Ok let’s see. Hmmm, I would
work only on Mondays. I will

take 3 hours in the
afternoon after my classes

to do homework from
Tuesday - Friday. I will go to

the gym Tuesday - Thursday.  
And lastly, weekends will be

my days off.

next morning

i will

make my

self a

schedule



keeping  a
schedule is hard  

1 week in 2nd week in

keeping my schedule is getting
easier but still having some

problems... 

something

always gets in

the way, man

this sucks 



3rd week in 4th week in 
my gradma

finally got better
and is covid free,
that's a big relief 

and as a bonus, I
was able to keep

up with my
schedule this

week

it took me a whole month but I
finally got it, the schedule

became a normal thing now 

this really
helped in 

 making my
life much
easier  



now that I think of it,
my grandma was the
main reason why it
was so hard to keep
up with my schedule

because of
covid and all. 
 whatever, am
just glad is all

over 

well tomorrow I
got class so I

better get to bed



next morning

man classes are so boring
today, it's all old stuff 

Mario could
you come

to the
kitchen? I

need to tell
you

something!!ahhh!! what does my
brother want now 



can't it wait?

am in the

middle of class 

it will
just 

 take a
minute!!



what do you
want now

Stevens am
occupied

Mario am sorry
to say this but...

Mom has
Cov.... 



she has
what!!!!!


